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OVERVIEW

Problem:
Growth of each plan’s website has led to unchecked and inconsistent
left navigation that is (mostly) uninformed by analytics, best
practices, and user personas.
Solution:
Develop a universal left navigation – with minimal customization per
plan – based on analytics for each plan’s site, best practices, user
persona development and informal user experience testing.
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PROCESS

The Digital Services writing team participated in two half-day
workshops to brainstorm and strategize around navigational issues.
Individually and collectively, we prepared by:


Analyzing competitor sites



Developing individual member and provider personas (based on writers’
experience working with the plans)



Researching best practices for navigational naming



Reviewing analytics for individual plans’ sites



Interpreting provider feedback
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COMPETITOR SITE SAMPLES (aetna hcp index)
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COMPETITOR SITE SAMPLES (aetna hcp resources)
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COMPETITOR SAMPLE (Humana provider index)
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COMPETITOR SAMPLE (Humana providers/medical providers)
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COMPETITOR SAMPLE (Humana provider dropdown)
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GOALS

1. For the first workshop we focused on member and provider
personas and how they might use and experience the websites.
The goal was also to agree on a proposed member (index) left
navigation.
2. For the second workshop we focused on determining the
provider (index) left navigation.
Note: Web editor Marjory Cafone, new to AmeriHealth Caritas and unfamiliar with our site navigation,
played the role of "user" for all persona testing.
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UX WORKSHOP I: Member and provider personas/member navigation

Member persona #1: Art Vandelay, 44
"I don't want to have to think or worry
when my son has an emergency.“
 Caregiver, married, landscaper, father of a
young (SHSC) member with asthma
 Uses site once a year; low to medium Web
skill level and confidence
 Art is a hard-working pop with a son in need.
His son's condition can quickly accumulate
medical bills. Wants fast, easy service.
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MEMBER PERSONA #1: Art Vandelay, 44

Usage goals and motivations:
Find out how to get care for child; find ways to minimize disease impact; got a bill in the
mail; find out what medicines are covered; find out what extras might be available for
him/his wife
Frustrations:
Concerned about getting covered care, quickly; concerned about having a plan
Role attitudes:
Concern, frustration, worry, relief, determination
Triggers of use:
Emergency; investigating preventive measures; received bill in mail
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USER TESTING: Member persona Art Vandelay, 44

Task #1:
Take Art Jr. for emergency care
Note: The orange sticky notes show what “Art” clicked on
to get to emergency care. On the yellow sticky notes are
our team’s observations and recommendations during
the process.
For the next three tasks, Art used the SHSC website.
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USER TESTING: Member persona Art Vandelay, Task #1

Members

Getting care

Emergencies and urgent care

[Art got here very quickly by browsing.]
Considerations/questions:
 Since Art got to the urgent care section so easily, should all Medicaid sites that have an
emergency care section be structured the same way as SHSC?
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USER TESTING: Member persona Art Vandelay, Task #2

Task #2:
Art received a bill in the mail. What should he do with it?
First attempt:
Members

Back to home

Members again

Second attempt:
Members
Site map

Benefits
Back to Members
Providers / claims and billing

Information for you

[Art gives up!]
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USER TESTING: Member persona Art Vandelay, Task #3

Task #3:
Son needs to see pulmonary specialist. Find out if it's going to be
covered.
First attempt:
Provider directory
[Not what member is looking for.]
Considerations:

May need to include more information about specialist coverage on provider directory
page.

Second attempt:
Members

Benefits

Medical benefits

Considerations:

Does member know to look under specialist? Does member know what a specialist is?
Or what a pulmonologist is?

Also, specialist info is limited and "get a referral from your PCP" doesn't actually
answer the question.
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MEMBER PERSONA #2: Mary Tran, 65

Member persona #2: Mary Tran, 65
"This is confusing. How do I join
a plan?“
 Retired secretary, non-native English speaker,
high school graduate, has a disability, needs to
enroll in Medicare program
 Uses site yearly; has very low Web skill level
and confidence
 Mary has been married for 50 years. She is new to
Medicare and needs help enrolling in the program
and also finding benefits. She also needs access to
the prescription plan. Mary needs interpretation
services and materials in Vietnamese.
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USER TESTING: Member persona Mary Tran, Task #1

Task #1:
Enroll in Medicare.
Members
How to enroll/enroll
How to enroll directions
Enroll online/form
Enrollment form
Considerations:


Change link instruction to "Enroll now" to be more active.



In the how to enroll directions, add intro text to prepare user for what they'll need before
they get to the actual form (Medicare ID card, "must have Part A and Part B" etc.).



Enrollment form is daunting. Make it more clean/simple.



Green box is far down on the page; too much intro text.
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USER TESTING: Member persona Mary Tran, Task #2

Task #2:
Choose a PCP.
Provider
[Mary looked for provider under
Provider section.]
Considerations:
 Users may be looking for a provider under Providers. This is more
evidence of need for Find a Provider in top navigation.
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USER TESTING: Member persona Mary Tran, Task #3

Task #3:
Talk to someone in Vietnamese.
Communications

Get information in other languages

Considerations:
 “Communications" is not intuitive. “Contact us” would be more intuitive.
 Also, instead of "get info in other languages" use more direct instruction such as "I want to
speak to someone in my language" or "I want to enroll now" – etc.
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ADDITIONAL MEMBER PERSONA: Alice Johnson, 66

The following member persona was developed but did not get to
“test” a website.
Member persona #3: Alice Johnson, 66
 Retired secretary, widow, just went on Medicare, holds HS diploma
 Uses site weekly; very low Web skill level and confidence
 Alice's husband died of cancer one year ago. She has 2 children and 1 grandson. Uses
the system at her daughter's house (doesn't have her own computer). She is interested
in learning more about her diabetes as well as cancer. She thinks her grandson has a
substance abuse problem so she worries about him and finding help that's covered.
Frustrations:

Can't find things easily

Role attitudes:

Worry

Triggers of use:

Diabetes symptoms; grandson's episodes
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UX WORKSHOP I: User activity testing
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PROVIDER PERSONA #1: Ginger Admin, 38

Provider persona #1: Ginger Admin, 38
 Office manager, Associates Degree
 Uses site weekly, intermediate Web
skill level and confidence
 Ginger uses the Keystone First site for
practical purposes.
Usage goals and motivations:
Forms, Find a Provider, billing
Frustrations:
Can't find what she needs unless cached; too much
stuff on the site
Triggers:
A member needs a provider, Ginger uses Find a Provider
tool; or, a member has a question and Ginger searches
the site to help find an answer.
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USER TESTING: Provider persona Ginger Admin, Task #1

Task #1:
Get a form for a member who needs a breast pump.
First attempt:
Providers

Provider forms

Supply request form

[The supply request form is not the correct form. Ginger did NOT find what she was looking
for.]
Considerations:
 Breast pump form is listed under Provider/initiatives/brightstart/resources - an entirely
different section. Should be named or organized more intuitively.
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USER TESTING: Provider persona Ginger Admin, Task #2

Task #2:
Find out how to stop treating a member.
First attempt:
Providers
Services/Communications – for providers only
directly to email

Link goes

[Ginger thought “Communications – for providers only” would "link her to something
or other." She was looking for a "provider complaints" section.]
Second attempt:
Providers

Provider reference guide (opens PDF)

[Ginger said, "I would think provider disputes…” (looking for relevant section in ref
guide). Ginger gives up, calls Provider Services.]
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USER TESTING: Provider persona Ginger Admin, Task #3

Task #3:
Find out if Wellbutrin is covered for a member.
First attempt:
Providers

Pharmacy services/formulary information (broken link)

Second attempt:
Pharmacy

Searchable drug formulary

W for Wellbutrin

[Ginger is successful!]
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ADDITIONALPROVIDER PERSONA: Dr. Emmett Brown, 50

The following provider persona was developed but did not get to
“test” a website.
Dr. Emmett Brown (“Doc Brown”), 50
"I want my patients to have confidence in my practice and their
diagnosis.“
 Family practice MD, single
 Uses site weekly, intermediate to expert-level Web skill but low to medium confidence
in using provider areas of site.
 Doc Brown wants to make sure the methods he uses are covered by the plan and will
not be an extra cost for members.
Usage goals and motivations:
AmeriHealth Caritas
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MEMBER NAVIGATION RECOMMENDATION

Recommendation for member/index universal left navigation:
 Find a provider
 View benefits
 Get care
 Pharmacy and prescriptions
 Preventive Care Center
 Your rights and responsibilities
 New to the plan?
How do I...?
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ADDITIONAL IDEAS: Member FAQ + org possibilities

Ideas and suggestions for organization of member content:
 Add member FAQ to About us section
 Under New to the plan? create nav structure as follows:
 Find a provider
 Member FAQ (also add to About section)
 Member handbook, etc.
 Under Your benefits, create nav structure as follows:
 Your benefits
 Rights and responsibilities; on R&R page, include:
 Advance directive
 Complaints
 Quality improvement
 Fraud
 Privacy
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UX WORKSHOP I: Observations and recommendations
Observation:

Find a Provider is most heavily used link across all plans.

Recommendation:

Put Find a Provider in the top navigation.

Observation:

Find a Provider tool content is sparse.

Recommendation:

Have Find a Provider link go to a landing page vs. straight to the tool.

Observation:

If a non-English-speaking user goes to a Contact us page, there is only contact
info available in English.

Recommendation:

Provide contact information for English, Spanish and Vietnamese on all
Contact us pages on all plans. Get rid of “information in other languages”
pages/content and instead link to the contact page.

Observation:

Competitor websites are using "I want to…" language in navigation.

Recommendation:

Review analytics for top-use nav items and adopt "I want to" language for
these items. For example, "I want to get care" – "I want to submit a claim")
Refer to SHSC "Getting care" topic": Intuitive, user-friendly. Adopt this approach
to "getting care" across all plans.

Observation:

Some terms (e.g., "specialist") may be unfamiliar to members.

Recommendation:

Create a glossary and link words within text to the glossary.
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UX WORKSHOP II: Provider navigation

Recommendation for provider/index universal left navigation:

 New to the plan
 Forms
 Find a doctor, drug or pharmacy
 Resources
 Claims and billing
 Communications
 Sign up for email alerts
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UX WORKSHOP II: Provider resources

Provider/resources page layout suggestion:
3-boxes with bullets underneath
Use graphics to better illustrate sub-heads

PCMH

Manuals and guides
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UX WORKSHOP II: About us pages

About us pages - apply universal nav structure as follows:
 About us
 Press releases
 In the news (customization, only as needed)
 Contact
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UX WORKSHOP II: Organizational ideas

All workshop participants agreed to organize items under Resources
and Communications as follows:
Resources
Manuals and guides
Communications
Plan updates
Letters
Newsletters
Fax blasts
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UX WORKSHOP II: Action items

Provider navigation action items:
 Reorganize and create categorical sections within resource pages
 Mimic SHSC member care section
 Card-sorting exercise (provider left nav) with DS team
 Design options (play around with if we have capability?):
 Hover dropdown menus
 Provider landing page – include all links in header panel
 Make left nav relevant only to the content that’s on the page
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CARD-SORTING DATA AND FEEDBACK

Using the OptimalSort tool via OptimalWorkshop.com
Action item: We invited members of the Digital Services team to
participate in a card-sorting exercise for the provider/index
navigation.
Goal: To see if our team would come up with any new naming
strategies and to observe how people would organize the content in
this section.
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OPTIMALSORT FEEDBACK (continued)

8 people from Digital Services participated in the card-sorting
exercise.
The data show a tendency to group certain provider content
items together (which may or may not be how the content is
currently organized on each plan’s site).
The grid on the right shows three most prevalent categories that
emerged from the exercise:
 Clinical and preventive health resources
 Become a provider
 Billing and claims
The higher numbers in blue show the number of participants
who grouped the sample content (on left) into the three most
prevalent categories. In other words, the blue shows the
number of people who agree how to organize the item.
There were no significant differences or suggestions for naming
of categories, compared to the naming we had already come up
with in the second workshop.
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OPTIMALSORT FINAL COMMENTS

Consider the possibility of dividing the provider section into two
separate audiences:
1.

Practitioner/physician

2.

Office staff

All results from the card-sorting exercise can be viewed here:
https://accounts.optimalworkshop.com/optimalsort/18qetw7d/z7d80s6g/sharedresults/n8yr12j1551577rng0u6qjb61a1tuia7
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